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Rayford Steele and Cameron (“Buck”) Williams find themselves pressed into service for the man
they believe could be the Antichrist. Nicolae Carpathia takes over the United Nations, signs a
peace treaty with Israel, and begins to lure the nations of earth together to form one global
village. Meanwhile, the judgment of God begins to fall on the earth. Buck and Rayford, along with
their pastor and Rayford's daughter, must fight to stay alive and battle the forces of evil in the
strength of their fledgling, newfound faith.

About the AuthorJerry B. Jenkins, former Vice President for Publishing and currently Writer-at-
Large for the Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more than 150 books, including
the best-selling Left Behind series. Sixteen of his books have reached the New York Times best-
seller list (seven in the number one spot) and have also appeared on the USA Today, Publisher's
Weekly and Wall Street Journal best-seller lists.Tim LaHaye is an internationally known author,
teacher, and expert on Bible prophecy. He is married to Beverly, who is the founder of the largest
women's organization in America, Concerned Women for America. The LaHayes live in southern
California.
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Joyce S, “Book was in good shape. Looked good.”

Mim, “The "Left Behind" series by these authors are absolutely amazing books .. I owned the
entire collection of the "Left Behind" series but loaned out books one and two. They never were
returned. Book #1 came first and now this one completes my set again. A must read for anyone
who wants to find out what happens after the rapture!”

jhj, “Reduce, reuse, recycle!. I always buy books from Goodwill if I can. They are usually in very
good condition. Delivery is not as fast as if I buy new from Amazon, but I can feel good about my
tiny bit of help for the environment.”

Thom, “Another super novel! It was actually better than the first one.. Excellent suspense and
great characters lead the way for the sequel of Left Behind and I actually liked better than the
first novel. This novel is for anyone that wants to read a great story regardless of spiritual
beliefs.The world has been turned upside down by the rapture. Loved ones have vanished and
people that are left are asking questions. For Rayford Steele and daughter Chloe and their new
friend Cameron "Buck" Williams the answer is clear, the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ has taking
their loved ones to be with Him in Heaven. And now they must survive the horrors that lie
ahead. As the Tribulation force must is preparing to survive at any cost they must become face
to face with the antichrist Nicolae Carpathia who is already put his plan into motion to rule the
world. With the horrors to follow, World War III, disease and natural disasters our heroes are
trying to stay ahead of the evil that is Nicolae. This novel does an excellent job of continuing to
develop characters and keeping the pace fast and interesting and as I mentioned above is
actually has a better pace than book one. This novel continues the relationship between Buck
and Chloe which is fun and familiar to those who have been in love.Whether you are a Christian
or not I highly recommend this novel and this series. If you are a believer you will find this
conforting because you won't have to experience what is coming and what takes place in this
novel. If you are still confused or a non believer, I beg you to read carefully and find the Truth.
God Bless us all.Grade A+”

Douglas Sherwood, “Great Price/Great Quality. I bought this book used for only about $1 plus
shipping and it came in brand new condition (no flaws). It is the second book in a completely
awesome series called "The Left Behind Series" which is a Christian based series about the
plight and adventures of people left behind after the "Rapture" when the Lord comes and takes
his people home. I have already read the entire series and can tell you it is absolutely amazing!
The Authors (Tim Lahaye, and Jerry B. Jenkins are both highly qualified biblical Scholars and
have gotten together and written this serious and brought to life in "novel" form the events
occuring to the people left behind after the rapture. Story completely based on Biblical Scripture.”



K. Jump, “BOOK TWO: TRIBULATION FORCE. This successful follow-up to the runaway
bestseller "Left Behind" continues the story of a group of new Christians trying to keep the faith
in a virtually de-Christianized world following the miraculous Rapture. As Nicolae Carpathia
continues his rise to power behind a facade of peace and reconciliation, will even America dare
to oppose him? And will the Tribulation Force be able to stay under the Antichrist's radar even
as Rayford Steele and Buck Williams find themselves drawn deeper and deeper into his
malevolent web? Exciting and extraordinarily well thought out, "Tribulation Force" is both fun
and thoughtful and inspiring as well. Some criticize the authors for injecting a heavy dose of
romance into the story with this book, but in fact the burgeoning love between Chloe Steele and
Buck is handled particularly well and it's not as if Christians are universally called to celibacy.
God is the father of love and saw fit to put the first couple together, after all. Yes, Christians need
love too! Theologically the authors stay in tune with modern Evangelicals, but in my opinion
even Christians from other churches can still derive a lot of pleasure and satisfaction from this
moving saga. A great book on its own terms and a compelling lead-in to the next entry in the
series, "Nicolae," which promises to be even more exciting.  Highly recommended!”

KianaDee, “A SERIES BASED ON FACTS, HARD TO PUT DOWN. This whole book series is
well written and based on Biblical research and truth, making the fiction scenarios throughout
the books very possible & even likely, in my opinion. Regardless if the reader sees the story as
possibly happening in real life or not, it's hard to put down! When I first started the series right
after "Left Behind" came out years ago, it was difficult to wait for the next one to be published!
Both my daughters read them while in college and finished the series as fast as they could.
Several friends of mine were reading the series around the same time as I did and we all traded
books among us whenever possible. It was the hot topic of conversation whenever we got
together. Now my second husband is reading them and could hardly wait for book 2 to arrive
after I ordered it! It was a challenge for him to wait a couple days & not go buy it off the shelf
someplace!! I had kept all my original books - except book 2, 3 & 5 were missing! Now my
oldest daughter wants to start reading this series to her 2 kids when he is finished with the 1st 3
books...& so it goes!”

Hooverpg, “2021 and this series is still relevant. I read all the books when they first came out. I've
re-read once in the years since. I deserted reading again because my niece started reading
them.I still tear up in places.”

An Avid Reader, “Excellent read!. As a non-religious person I knew very little about the Christian
beliefs concerning the 'Rapture' and 'Christ's Second Coming'. I also felt a series based in
religion would hold very little interest for me. How wrong I was!!! The books are fast paced,
exciting and real page turners. The characters are believable and you find yourself immersed in
their stories, wanting them to survive. I also learnt a huge amount and found myself considering



what the Bible foretells, wondering if there actually is some truth to it. The 'Left Behind' series
commanded my interest, fascinated me and changed my perspective on religion. I would
recommend this series to believers and to those who may be sceptical (like I was) but who are
willing to approach this with an open mind and a preparedness to be taught something as well
as enjoying a fascinating read. Excellent series and extremely talented authors who know what
they're talking about.”

katherine, “Apowerful read. As a follow on book I wasn't expecting it to be as exciting. But how
wrong! This book kept me turning the pages to see what happened next.This chapter of the Left
Behind series elaborated furrther on the Bible's book of Revelation giving further explanation
into a more understandable format.Truly a powerful book and I can't wait to read Nicolae! I've
already ordered the next 3 books in the series (don't want to wait).I have many people waiting to
read the books after me based on other independent reviews.I would fully recommend anyone
whether Christian or non-Christian to read these!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exciting. Series needs to be read in order. The whole series makes you
realise that Christ's second coming could be at any moment and challenges us to make sure we
are prepared for it. From reading the first book in the series of 16, I couldn't put them down. This
series although just a novel shows how scripture tells clearly of this time in earth's history and
what it will possibly be like for those "Left behind" when God takes those who love Jesus to
himself. An exciting series for both Christians and Non-Christians alike.Read and you won't be
disappointed.”

marigold white, “religious fiction. as with left behind series very readable and credible you get
interested in this family and how they cope as they ,like us, are in trying times”

The book by C. S. Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,696 people have provided feedback.
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